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TEACHING JOBS - 7 STEPS TO A TEACHING CAREER
Undergo training

If you can follow the simple 7 steps to a teaching career, finding teaching jobs will not be a big deal at all. Your first step would be to undergo training as
federal states coast to coast require teachers to possess at least a bachelor’s degree. 

Get certification

You don’t need to be a graduate, but as an undergrad, you can apply for teaching jobs. With an approved certification you can teach at K-12 levels, but for
teaching at a community college, you would need to be a graduate. 

Check aptitude

Find out before embarking on a teaching career whether you have the necessary aptitude for the job. Working in teaching require loads of patience as you
may have to deal with students coming from different backgrounds as well as diverse socio-economic groups. 

Do substitute teaching

In a bid to know whether you would be comfortable working in teaching, check out substitute teacher jobs. You can work part time or stand in for a regular
teacher who has gone on leave and find out the environment first hand. 

Identify age groups

Teaching jobs are available for different age groups beginning with pre-school kids. Depending on your qualification and training, you should decide which
age group you would be comfortable handling. Teaching also involves handling as you need to fine tune your lesson plans to make it easy and simple for
different students with equally different learning abilities. Teaching work ranges from pre-school to college and adult education.

Interact with teachers

Interact with several other teachers at forums or social interactive sites to get a hang of what the actual teaching process is like. Get as much information as
you can from teachers you know as well as those you meet online at chat sites and forums. Exchange views and get to know the different challenges faced in
teaching jobs. You can also get in touch with lot many first timers who have opted for teaching careers mid way after being laid off at the work place after the
recession. 

Volunteer 

If you are into teaching for the first time, you could try another great way to begin. Start off with tutoring or volunteering for a local school and find out what
motivates you to do so. Your financial situation will also determine what type of teaching career you want to opt for. And check out what impact it would have
on your relationships with near and dear ones as well when you look for different teaching jobs.

 


